UMSL campus closes due to power outage

MELISSA HAYDEN Staff Writer

UM-St. Louis closed North Campus and cancelled all day and evening classes on both campuses Tuesday because of a power outage caused by a storm from Monday evening.

Lightning struck a fence power line on North Campus, which caused the switch covering the power line to melt.

The North Campus lost power at approximately 11 p.m. on Monday. Telephone lines were also down on both campuses.

The chancellor and vice chancellor of administration along with other vice chancellors consulted each other on the decision to close campus.

The final decision was made by University President John S. Touhill.

Students were notified that classes were cancelled immediately via text messages.

Students were called in groups of 12 by last name and classes were cancelled in order.

“The storm was very bad. Lights were flickering on and off,” said a sophomore. “I thought that the power had gone out completely, but it must have gone out when I was sleeping.”

Jason Westfodlen, junior, histo-

ry, was also at the dorm when the storm and heard of the campus closing early Tuesday. However, he felt something was lacking in the way information reached the students.

“There was a haphazard mess-where they decided to organise,” Westfodlen said. “Students were walking around the dorms saying that the school was can-
celled, but when I talked to the school’s number—everything was normal.”

Despite the efforts of students, staff, and faculty, the message did not get to everyone and some people still came to campus, not realizing that campus was closed.

“School was closed,” said Breanna Craigland, sophomore, theatre.

“I didn’t even know that it was closed because I was sick.”

BUDGET AND PLANNING COMMITTEE reviews parking fees as spent

MELISSA HAYDEN Staff Writer

Kase Langford, senior, French, and Nikki Williams, French, international business and French, are two of the approximately 8 students that transferred to UMSL after Louis forecast the tragedy of Katrina.

Both students grew up in the St. Louis area. Despite the conflicts of coming home, they agreed that their last few weeks have been hard to group.

“I was nervous. You know it’s going to be bad and then, you’re right,” Williams said.

“The whole experience was weird. This was the kind of stuff I had only heard of on TV,” Langford said.

However, the hurricane threats did not come to worry their fellow students. “A lot of people said, ‘They’re fake at this time. No problem’,” Williams said.

Certain people were told hurri-
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Students recount surreal Hurricane Katrina experiences

Kase Langford, senior, French,

 Students recount surreal Hurricane Katrina experiences

UMSL campus closes due to power outage

One of students’ common complaints at UMSL Louis persistent to hike parking fees, and many students were worried about getting a spot, good spot, for faculty and staff, as well as the parking fee.

At the Friday meeting of the University Budget and Planning Committee, faculty shared their concerns about how many time, staff and students’ money was being spent from parking fees collected.

According to research members, there is a need for a full time hour for parking while full-time faculty and staff pay 50 more. However, it is not right for students, whenever parking fees were increased for students, faculty, received the same increase.

“Our commitment to the stu-
ds is whatever it takes to make the student, we will make it,” said John Kruger, vice chancellor of Management and Technical Services, said.

That commitment was simply one of the concerns faculty raised to the committee, said Robert Schulte, vice chancellor of Administrative Services, who reviewed the parking revenue last year.

Now what about the Louis students paying for parking fees in the past 10 years? With the increased usage of Metrolink, and the campus shuttle service, the percentage of students paying for parking passes has declined significantly.

According to UMSL, 63 percent of students paid for parking passes, the percentage of students buying parking passes has dropped to just 5 percent in 2005.

As usage percentage dropped, during the same 10-year time peri,
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The following notices were reported to the UM-St. Louis Police Department between Sept. 17 and Sept. 24. Crime prevention is a collective effort. Anyone with information regarding these incidents is asked to contact the Campus Safety Office, 516-5157.

**RICHARD JENI**
SEPTEMBER 30, 8 p.m.

The hilarious Eugene Levy brings his outrageous comic and improv style to Touhill. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders. Call 4949 to reserve tickets or email current@jinx.umsl.edu for more info.

**COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA**
OCTOBER 1, 8 p.m.

Before the departure of tour, the count Basie orchestra will present its final concert at the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**THE PAT METHENY TRIO**
WITH CHRISTIAN MORRIE & ANTHONY SANCHEZ
OCTOBER 3, 7 p.m.

Guinness Award-winning guitarist Pat Metheny is joined by revered bassist Christian McBride and Grammy-nominated saxophonist AntMhon Sanchez in an evening of past and present jazz. Note: This concert is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Media Coalition.

**MONTELL WILLIAMS**
OCTOBER 4, 7:30 p.m.

Montell Williams returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25.

**RICHARD JENI**
OCTOBER 5, 7 p.m.

St. Louis native and comedy legend joins the Touhill stage to present his stand-up comedy and improv show. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**FELT FURNISHING**
OCTOBER 7, 7 p.m.

Gary Felt's annual celebration of life and humor with storytelling, music, and a performance of the Felt Furnishing. This event is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Culture Coalition.

**DANCE MAGIC**
OCTOBER 8, 7:30 p.m.

The nationally recognized dance company returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center to perform their annual fall show. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**RICHARD JENI**
OCTOBER 9, 8 p.m.

The hilarious Eugene Levy brings his outrageous comic and improv style to Touhill. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA**
OCTOBER 9, 8 p.m.

Before the departure of tour, the count Basie orchestra will present its final concert at the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**THE PAT METHENY TRIO**
WITH CHRISTIAN MORRIE & ANTHONY SANCHEZ
OCTOBER 11, 7 p.m.

Guinness Award-winning guitarist Pat Metheny is joined by revered bassist Christian McBride and Grammy-nominated saxophonist AntMhon Sanchez in an evening of past and present jazz. Note: This concert is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Media Coalition.

**MONTELL WILLIAMS**
OCTOBER 12, 7:30 p.m.

Montell Williams returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**FELT FURNISHING**
OCTOBER 13, 7 p.m.

Gary Felt's annual celebration of life and humor with storytelling, music, and a performance of the Felt Furnishing. This event is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Culture Coalition.

**DANCE MAGIC**
OCTOBER 14, 7:30 p.m.

The nationally recognized dance company returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center to perform their annual fall show. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**RICHARD JENI**
OCTOBER 15, 8 p.m.

The hilarious Eugene Levy brings his outrageous comic and improv style to Touhill. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA**
OCTOBER 16, 8 p.m.

Before the departure of tour, the count Basie orchestra will present its final concert at the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**THE PAT METHENY TRIO**
WITH CHRISTIAN MORRIE & ANTHONY SANCHEZ
OCTOBER 18, 7 p.m.

Guinness Award-winning guitarist Pat Metheny is joined by revered bassist Christian McBride and Grammy-nominated saxophonist AntMhon Sanchez in an evening of past and present jazz. Note: This concert is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Media Coalition.

**MONTELL WILLIAMS**
OCTOBER 19, 7:30 p.m.

Montell Williams returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**FELT FURNISHING**
OCTOBER 20, 7 p.m.

Gary Felt's annual celebration of life and humor with storytelling, music, and a performance of the Felt Furnishing. This event is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Culture Coalition.

**DANCE MAGIC**
OCTOBER 21, 7:30 p.m.

The nationally recognized dance company returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center to perform their annual fall show. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**RICHARD JENI**
OCTOBER 22, 8 p.m.

The hilarious Eugene Levy brings his outrageous comic and improv style to Touhill. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA**
OCTOBER 23, 8 p.m.

Before the departure of tour, the count Basie orchestra will present its final concert at the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**THE PAT METHENY TRIO**
WITH CHRISTIAN MORRIE & ANTHONY SANCHEZ
OCTOBER 25, 7 p.m.

Guinness Award-winning guitarist Pat Metheny is joined by revered bassist Christian McBride and Grammy-nominated saxophonist AntMhon Sanchez in an evening of past and present jazz. Note: This concert is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Media Coalition.

**MONTELL WILLIAMS**
OCTOBER 26, 7:30 p.m.

Montell Williams returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.

**FELT FURNISHING**
OCTOBER 27, 7 p.m.

Gary Felt's annual celebration of life and humor with storytelling, music, and a performance of the Felt Furnishing. This event is sponsored by the University City Community Arts and Culture Coalition.

**DANCE MAGIC**
OCTOBER 28, 7:30 p.m.

The nationally recognized dance company returns to the Touhill Performing Arts Center to perform their annual fall show. Tickets $25. $20, UM-StL students can purchase tickets in the Tohill Box Office. No phone orders.
Marketing survey will study possible South Campus dining, social facility

By Paul Hackbart
News Editor

A group of UMSL St. Louis market- ing graduate students will conduct a semester-long study to see if student's interest in a possible social facility and changes associated with the interac­ tion of faculty and students can be mea­ sured.

The study will survey students, faculty and staff from both campuses to see how willing they would be to use the new rooms and what activities they would like to use the rooms for. The students said the survey is meant to show "what the students are thinking about." To help the graduate students, West and Maio are looking for one student per year to conduct the study, according to Dr. Thomas Duncan, from the Business College.

Before the study begins, a group of researchers from both campuses and the Public Health Center will conduct a pilot study to see if the survey is effective.

"I think we're interested in seeing that the students are interested," Duncan said.

The survey will include questions about the students' interest in a social facility and changes associated with it. The goal is to see if the students are looking for a social space on either campus.

The study will be conducted by the graduate students, faculty and staff from both campuses, and the results will be shared with the campus community.
September 26, 2005

Seek counseling for post-depression disorder

UM-St. Louis students might not have been able to prevent the hurricanes. Regardless of their presence, depression and sadness is a common theme among many students, regardless of the hurricane.

If you or someone with the symptoms please consider visiting the University's Counseling Services office at 126 MSC. As the Counseling Services website, www.ums.lsu.edu/university/counseling, describes, counseling won't solve the problems, but it can help you to gain an understanding of where you're going and what you're feeling.

Getting started is free, and you don't have to undergo any physical examinations without judgment. If you don't have a problem with your counseling, you don't have a problem with your counseling. If you find that doing so is too difficult for you, and you are not willing to talk with your counseling, you should talk to your counselor.

The hurricanes are a result of recent climate change and other natural disasters. The problem is that some people experience depression and anxiety in the wake of major tragedies like Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) defines a human behavior after events like the hurricanes. As the NIH stated, "When faced with such a tragedy, it is normal to experience reactions, particularly in the wake of major tragedies like Hurricane Katrina and Rita.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) defines a human behavior after events like the hurricanes. As the NIH stated, "When faced with such a tragedy, it is normal to experience reactions, particularly in the wake of major tragedies like Hurricane Katrina and Rita."

The NIH defines reactions as a natural emotional response to a major stressor, such as a hurricane, the death of a loved one, or other major life event. However, persistent feelings of anxiety, decreased concentration, increased irritability, and sleep changes may be signs of a larger problem.
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Hurricane Katrina. These studies look different for any individual storm, like a picture of global warming. But it aims at trends over time. They are classified. Now let us look at the question that the consensus of opinion among some of the leading researchers, including Fertig, is that storms in the Atlantic had approximately doubled over the last 50 years, increasing especially in the last 15 years. Previous studies had looked for a link between the frequency of hurricanes and ocean temperatures without finding a strong correlation. Fertig's study was so compelling that it launched a new level of discussion about the effect of rising ocean temperatures on significant storms. Another 2005 study, by P.J. Webster et al, has appeared in the September issue of the journal Nature, indicating a 10-20% increase in global temperatures over the last 50 years, resulting in significant storms. The consensus is that the climate has been changing and that this change is affecting hurricanes. It is still not clear how much of this change is due to human activities. The increasing levels of greenhouse gases in the lower atmosphere, warming land and ocean, and changes in the ocean's temperature and circulation, are all contributing factors. The impact of these changes on hurricanes is still under investigation. The consensus of opinion among some of the leading researchers, including Fertig, is that storms in the Atlantic had approximately doubled over the last 50 years, increasing especially in the last 15 years. Previous studies had looked for a link between the frequency of hurricanes and ocean temperatures without finding a strong correlation. Fertig's study was so compelling that it launched a new level of discussion about the effect of rising ocean temperatures on significant storms. Another 2005 study, by P.J. Webster et al, has appeared in the September issue of the journal Nature, indicating a 10-20% increase in global temperatures over the last 50 years, resulting in significant storms. The consensus is that the climate has been changing and that this change is affecting hurricanes. It is still not clear how much of this change is due to human activities. The increasing levels of greenhouse gases in the lower atmosphere, warming land and ocean, and changes in the ocean's temperature and circulation, are all contributing factors. The impact of these changes on hurricanes is still under investigation.
Facebook connects students from 900 schools. 

Facebook makes it easier for students to connect with one another by providing a platform where they can share information and communicate in real-time. This feature helps students maintain relationships, stay connected with classmates, and even find potential employers.

Staley often sees current and former students in the reserved sections or offer chairs and crutches to the atmosphere without foul language, regardless of whether it is 900 schools or 9000 schools on Facebook. All students are invited to a specific school’s event, regardless of their location. Students can choose to participate in various activities, such as discussions, events, or any other social gathering.

Even in the absence of a specific event, students can use Facebook to find information on their school’s activities. For instance, students can post questions or comments about the school, ask for help with assignments, or connect with other students who share similar interests.

With Facebook, students can stay connected with their friends from their school and beyond. This feature allows students to maintain relationships even after they graduate, providing a platform for ongoing communication and shared experiences.

Facebook is a versatile tool for students, providing a platform for various activities and interactions. Whether it is connecting with classmates, finding employment opportunities, or simply staying in touch with friends, Facebook offers a valuable resource for students.
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| October 3 | Blood Drive 11-4 p.m., Century Rooms  
Banner Wars and Penny Wars |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 4</td>
<td>Karaoke 6-9 p.m., Pilot House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 5</td>
<td>BMOC 1 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 6</td>
<td>Parade 12:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| October 7 | Soccer Games 5:00 & 7:30 p.m.  
Bonfire 6:15 p.m. |
| October 8 | **Homecoming Dance**  
**Airport Marriott**  
Doors Open at 7pm—Dinner served at 8pm  
Organization Table: $150  
Couples: $35  
Individuals: $20  
Attendance prizes include airline tickets and much more!  
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN STUDENT LIFE |
| October 9 | Soccer Games 12:00 & 2:30 p.m.  
Spirit Game |
Gary gets back on the horse, jump-starts acting career

"We don't read and write poetry because we are smarter than the rest of humanity. We read and write poetry because we are members of the human race. And the human race is hell-bent on finding out why it is that we try to make sense of its own existence." —T.S. Eliot

---

**STALEY, from page 6**

She said severalgames throughout the year, but because

Staley decided to work for the Cardinals in the 1980s, he

The starting salary for a skillet is about $19 an hour, for Staley, who

Staley said his batting average was
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**SALOON, from page 5**

The report found a surprising 80 percent increase worldwide in the most powerful tropical storms during

---

**Sept. 29**

8 p.m.

Doors open at 7:30

Pilot House

Seating is first come, first serve.

For more information, call 516.5555
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Sofie described how the artist comprised his work in layers and in

gradual steps.
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**The Baxter**

The romantic comedy "The Baxter" stars Ben Stiller as a man named Elliot Baker. In this film, the "baxter" is not the only thing that is up for grabs, as Elliot's current ex-boyfriend shows up to spoil Elliot's plans and to confirm his belief that there is nothing romantic about Caroline, the beautiful blonde that Elliot is prepared to settle for, at least until the beautiful blonde in his life, the gorgeous Cecil, has found the one. Things get even more complicated when Elliot's nerdy friends seem to harbor some odd subtext and suddenly, Elliot's ex-boyfriend turns up at the worst possible moment for him. The film is re-cut the vocals. There are 13 songs, and some of them are new. It is high enough that it is hard to see it. In the end, Elliot is back with his ex-boyfriend, but it is as if something has been lost for both of them.

---

**Living jazz legend**

**Wayne Shorter to perform with SLSO**

Wayne Shorter, renowned jazz saxophonist and composer, is scheduled to perform with the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra (SLSO) on Thursday, Oct. 20.

Wayne Shorter is a legendary figure in the jazz world, having collaborated with some of the greatest artists in the genre, including Miles Davis. Known for his unique sound and innovative approach to jazz, Shorter has been a member of the Miles Davis Quintet and the Miles Davis Sextet. Since the release of his first solo album, "Speak No Evil," in 1964, Shorter has continued to push the boundaries of jazz and has become one of the most influential saxophonists of all time.

Shorter has been described as a " gratuites" to the world of jazz, and his music has been celebrated for its complex harmonies and intricate arrangements. His compositions often feature a blend of jazz, rock, and classical music, and have been performed by orchestras and jazz ensembles around the world.

This concert is a part of the SLSO's Jazz Series and is set to feature Shorter's latest album, "The Lost Quartet," which was released earlier this year. The concert will be held at the Powell Symphony Hall in St. Louis, and is expected to draw a large audience of jazz enthusiasts and music lovers.

---

**Attention Deficit Tour**

Attention Deficit Tour starring Steve Forbert and hosted by Lea DeLaria will be at The Pageant in St. Louis on October 1st.

Steve Forbert, a survivor of St. Louis, has the sound of the Urge, but this has been thickened by his voice and his music. The sound of his music is distinctive and powerful, and has a way of capturing the attention of his audience. This concert will take place in front of a live audience at St. Louis, and is expected to be a sell-out.

Forbert's music is known for its emotional depth and its ability to connect with listeners on a personal level. His songs often deal with love, loss, and the struggles of everyday life, and have resonated with audiences for decades. The concert will feature some of Forbert's most popular songs, as well as some of his newer material, and is sure to be a memorable evening for fans of his music.

---

**Sims 2: Nightlife**

*By Monica Martin*

Arriving on the heels of the Sims 2, this latest expansion pack for the popular life simulation game "The Sims 2," titled "Nightlife," is sure to please fans of the genre. The Sims 2: Nightlife expansion pack allows players to take their Sims on a thrilling adventure into the world of nightlife and fashion. With new features such as dance clubs, nightlife venues, and the ability to mingle with the city's elite, Sims 2: Nightlife is sure to add a new dimension to the Sims 2 experience.

One of the key features of the Sims 2: Nightlife expansion pack is the ability for Sims to upgrade their skills and become more skilled in various areas, such as dancing and socializing. Players can help their Sims upgrade their skills by attending events and socializing with other Sims at clubs and other nightlife venues. Players can also purchase items to help their Sims become more skilled, such as dance classes and socialization classes.

Another key feature of the Sims 2: Nightlife expansion pack is the ability for Sims to interact with one another in new and exciting ways. Players can help their Sims form relationships with other Sims at clubs and other nightlife venues, and can even help them become a part of the Sims 2 Nightlife community. Players can also purchase items to help their Sims socialize more effectively, such as relationship kits and socialization classes.

Overall, the Sims 2: Nightlife expansion pack is sure to add a new level of fun and excitement to the Sims 2 experience. With new features such as dance clubs, nightlife venues, and the ability to upgrade skills, Sims 2: Nightlife is sure to be a hit with fans of the genre.
3 + 3 = 7?

Now you can make seven years of study equal to 3 + 3 years. This program. This unique program provides individuals with the opportunity to complete three years of study at Logan College of Chiropractic in one year less than the usual time. You will study for three years at Logan College of Chiropractic, which is the Doctor of Chiropractic program at Logan College. After a year at Logan, you'll get your D.C. degree from Logan, with no need to take 3 + 3 years. Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most D.C.'s don't have time to invest in their healthcare. With Logan College of Chiropractic, you can have the best of both worlds and be ready to go in just 7 years. Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most D.C.'s don't have time to invest in their healthcare. With Logan College of Chiropractic, you can have the best of both worlds and be ready to go in just 7 years. Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Most D.C.'s don't have time to invest in their healthcare. With Logan College of Chiropractic, you can have the best of both worlds and be ready to go in just 7 years.

THE CURRENT IS LOOKING FOR A NEW CARTOONIST... and we want you to be a part of the process.

Cartoonists: Submit original comic strips or panels to The Current, 516 MSC. Finalists will be selected by The Current and published in the paper.

Readers will vote for the best comic and select The Current's newest, paid cartoonist. For more information, call 617-574-3313.

Deadline for submissions is Oct. 3.
Are you seeing the signs of asthma and allergies?

Our clinic is conducting a clinical research study for adolescents and adults with both asthma and seasonal allergies.

You may be able to participate in this study if you:

- Are at least 15 years old
- Have been diagnosed with persistent asthma for at least the past 3 months
- Have been diagnosed with seasonal allergic rhinitis that was active during the past 2 allergy seasons
- Have been taking a dose of an allowed asthma medication
- Are at least 15 years old
- May be able to participate in this study if you:
  - Have been diagnosed with persistent asthma for at least 3 months
  - Have been diagnosed with seasonal allergic rhinitis that was active during the past 2 allergy seasons
  - Have been taking a dose of an allowed asthma medication

Qualified study participants will be asked to come to the clinic for 4-5 study visits over 5-6 weeks, and they will not be charged for study-related office visits, medical evaluations, or study medication.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Pageant show gives Franz Ferdinand fans a taste of upcoming new album

BY MIKE SHERWIN
Editor-in-Chief

The band's sold-out show at the Pageant came to a close after a ninety-minute set of fast-paced, danceable songs that left the audience wanting more. The set included hits from the band's first and upcoming new albums, showcasing their versatility and whipsaw musical style.

The band's performance was energetic and captivating, with frontman Alex Kapranos commanding the stage and driving the crowd wild. The setlist included hits like "Do You Want It," "Take Me Out," and "Satellite," along with a few surprises, including a cover of the Eagles' "Hotel California" and a medley of 80s pop hits.

Offstage, the band received positive reviews for their dynamic show and engaging stage presence.

ARIANNA KAPLAN"
Women's soccer gets new, young talent

by LA GUAN FAUSE
Staff Writer

Swimming from high school to a NCAA Division II school may seem extraordinary, but the journey of four Minnesota natives to St. Louis freshmen soccer players has been anything but easy. One of the four, freshman Melanie Rawls, says she now has her new home for pursuing success.

The soccer team contains the addition of four freshmen to the roster. Kirby Hamilton, Angelia Red, Krisie Muesenfechter and Jamie Engen bring a lot of talent to the Riverswomen.

The goalie for the Riverswomen, Mary Bergmann, says she liked watching the older brothers play soccer and wanted to play when she was eight. Bergmann grew up to play four years at Alhambra Catholic High School and said that she never missed one of her teams' games. She played with all the boys through high school and is the offensive leader for the team.

The Riverswomen's senior goalie is Markianna Red. She started her soccer career when she was nine years old. "I signed up for our local club team in my town and I thought I would give it a try," said Red. "I liked it, so I stuck with it.

Red says she used to play soccer because it was encouraged by her family. She started to play soccer so her brother could have a chance to play. She played for Danville High School and said she had a different experience. "The same team as my brother, but we had different coaches at the college. I thought this was much more competitive. Everyone's out there to play and not on a team just to be on a team," said Red.

During high school, Red was a two-time first team all-conference selection and a two-time Big 12 Conference Scholar Athlete. She was also named a first team all-conference selection in her senior year.

Krisie Muesenfechter started playing soccer at the age of five. Muesenfechter comes from a soccer family, her father Dan Muesenfechter was an All-American forward for UM-St. Louis in 1979 and 1980.

Muesenfechter was named first team all-conference selection all four years of high school at Ft. Zumwalt North. She also adds three years of all-state honors and an all-state honorable mention selection in 2005 to her list of accomplishments.

"The biggest difference between high school and college is that "college is a lot more physical," said Muesenfechter. "It's just more competitive.

Jamie Engen said she has played soccer her entire life. She played softball during high school before playing soccer her senior year at Locustane West Soccer. She is one of the two sports. Engen said that playing soccer in college is more fun because of the intensity. Engen has a 25-year-old daughter who also enjoys playing games when possible and is the most important thing in Engen's life. Off the field, Engen said she bakes up food with friends and plays video games.

The 2005 season is off to a great start. The winners and the responsive in her the field she has rolling against to make a great team. With the talent of the Riverswomen on the team, the Riverswomen look to have a great future as well.

Volleyball team falls to Washington University

by ERIN BOYKE
Staff Writer

The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen fell at home to Washington University 25-30, 25-18, 25-17, 25-21. The Riverwomen came back to win the game 3-1.

In the third game, UM-St. Louis pulled Washington by seven, leading the score at 3-1. After watching every point, UM-St. Louis gained 11 consecutive points, allowing Washington to take the lead in the game.

In the fourth and fifth games proven to be the Riverwomen's undoing. The Riverwomen lost 25-17, 25-21.

Looking on are libero Joslyn Brown and outside hitter Claudia Medina.

Monday Night Matchup

Kansas City vs. Denver

by BY LINDSEY BARRINGER
Sports Editor

In the AFC West matchup tonight, the Denver Broncos take on the Kansas City Chiefs and the game is a fact. But the fact of the matter is, do the Broncos have what it takes to beat the Chiefs? Rightfully so.

The Chiefs are off to a hot season finishing 9-0 and an even tougher preseason winning against a tough group of defenses this year. The Chiefs have been dominating in each of their regular season games. The Chiefs have been whipping the Chiefs off their offensive performances in the last 10 games. Last Sunday, with only two touchdowns, the Chiefs managed 17 first downs and 345 yards in the match at the Chiefs 35-17. They have 21-2 passing yards and 332 total yards, rushing that is almost a half of an older facing.

Normally, the Broncos walk away with a win when they play a team that is in their league this year, that is not going to happen. Larry Johnson, redshirt first in the NFL, has already averaged 65 yards per game along with tight back Trent Green who has 240 total yards. Those are impressive numbers to top.

The Chiefs roster is filled up with cornerback players and several all the players such as Jermaine Brown, who just added excitement to the game. Wilsons one behalf he will top them to Denver and keep an eye on the Denver Broncos. The Chiefs are looking for this team's top two running backs will certainly play a factor in the game. So far, Mike Anderson (probable-start) leads the team with 34 yards and an average of only 4.0 yards (per carry). Team Bell (questionable-ability) has 47 yards on 11 attempts. Quarterback Jake Plummer will need to improve his passing stats if it is to win in his

The Denver Broncos are in an uphill battle for the Kansas City Chiefs. The Broncos will need to focus on stopping the Chiefs on the ground on Monday night. All five of Kansas City's touchdowns have been on the ground this season.

Denver will also need to establish a more efficient running game. Injuries to the team's top two running backs will certainly play a factor in the game. So far, Mike Anderson (probable-start) leads the team with 34 yards and an average of only 4.0 yards (per carry). Team Bell (questionable-ability) has 47 yards on 11 attempts. Quarterback Jake Plummer will need to improve his passing stats if it is to win in his

BY LINDSEY BARRINGER
Sports Editor

So, do the Broncos stand a chance? I think so. Injuries can't stop a four game winning streak or hope against the Chiefs.

Broncos will beat Chiefs

by LA GUAN FAUSE
Staff Writer

The best thing the Denver Broncos have for them is getting four straight games at home against the Kansas City Chiefs. The Broncos will need to focus on stopping the Chiefs on the ground on Monday night. All five of Kansas City's touchdowns have been on the ground this season.

Denver will also need to establish a more efficient running game. Injuries to the team's top two running backs will certainly play a factor in the game. So far, Mike Anderson (probable-start) leads the team with 34 yards and an average of only 4.0 yards (per carry). Team Bell (questionable-ability) has 47 yards on 11 attempts. Quarterback Jake Plummer will need to improve his passing stats if it is to win in his
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FREE ADVERTISING!  
Students, Faculty and Staff at UMSL  
You can place classified advertisements in The Current FOR FREE!  
Just send us your ad (49 words or less) along with your name and student/employer number to current@umsi.edu or call at 516-3316.  
All earnings are non-taxable.  

| February 24, 2005 |

**Classifieds**  
Make Cents and they're FREE!  
*Also view online at www.umsi.edu/current*

---

**For Sale**

- 2004 Toyota Camry LE  
  *Price as of 3/10: $11,400*  
  Contact: 223-222-2222

- 1995 Toyota Camry  
  *Price as of 3/10: $1,400*  
  Contact: 223-333-3333

- 1999 Acura Integra  
  *Price as of 3/10: $2,900*  
  Contact: 223-444-4444

- 1998 Nissan Maxima  
  *Price as of 3/10: $1,900*  
  Contact: 223-555-5555

**Help Wanted**

- **January 24, 2005**  
  **Sisters of Mercy**  
  Are you interested in joining a community of women who live and work in the service of Jesus Christ?  
  Contact: 223-666-6666

- **February 24, 2005**  
  **Barclays Bank**  
  Seeking a customer service representative for a full-time position.  
  Contact: 223-777-7777

- **March 2, 2005**  
  **UMSL Bookstore**  
  Looking for a part-time employee to assist with customer service.  
  Contact: 223-888-8888

**Services**

- **January 24, 2005**  
  **Hair Stylist**  
  Offering professional hair styling services.  
  Contact: 223-999-9999

- **February 24, 2005**  
  **Computer Repair**  
  Experienced in repairing computers and peripherals.  
  Contact: 223-000-0000

**Entertainment**

- **March 2, 2005**  
  **6th Annual Arts at the Backyard**  
  Featuring local and national artists.  
  Contact: 223-111-1111

**Student Life**

- **February 24, 2005**  
  **Student Government**  
  Seeking candidates for the Spring 2005 Senate elections.  
  Contact: 223-222-2222

---

**Classified Ads**  
Make them FREE!  
*Also view online at www.umsi.edu/current*
ALUMNUS, from page 1

A quality that Wood enjoyed in his education at UM-St. Louis, specifically practiced by the late Professor Forrest Kagan, was the Socratic teaching method. "He [Kagan] was always asking us a question, challenging us. He saw me as one of the best teachers he ever had," Wood said.

Wood's first job after graduation was a credit analyst in a regional bank where he quickly rose to the level of vice president. His right ascension in banking coupled with his active involvement at UM-St. Louis earned him the "Distinguished Alumni Award" in 1999.

To students wondering how they may be successful in their career, Wood told what he looks for when hiring people.

"People who are inquisitive, ethically sound, and obviously, bright," Wood said. "But I'm looking at most if not all the students I know."

Wood removed the point of inquisitive several times and explained why it makes a strong student. "It shows you have a deep research and you're bright, about people are people, and you're telling me about yourself." Wood said.

Once the applicant has the job, Wood said there are three imperatives needed to combine in order to stand.

"A combination of the student's subject area, hard work and the ability to interact and deal with people," Wood said.

Parking, from page 1

His concern continued on paying for road projects in the Master Plan. "And road may not be any more affordable," he said.

The Master Plan for the University calls for the new garage to be designed and built. Wood said the new garage will be built to cost $125,000 per stall. So, what does the Missouri's do to get appropriations for road projects to campuses for the money for the projects for the projects and property regulation. A final time issued during the meeting dealt with the fact that Missouri is getting more parking fees. If the trend continue, faculty questioned what would happen to the amount in the fund first line?

"We could encourage bad behavior of using SpeedTalk to parking garage space, would we be afraid to?" Mark Baldree, University of Missouri president-elect, said.

"If we could encourage bad behavior of using SpeedTalk to parking garage space, would we be afraid to?" Mark Baldree, University of Missouri president-elect, said.